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1 Preface and Thanks 

1. 1 Preface 

This document is the Final Report of energy conservation renovation for Xi'an Liucun Hollow 

Brick Plant submitted to Project Management OIIice (PMO) and the United Nations Industrial 

Development Organization (UNIDO), prepared by Xi'an Research and Design Institute of 
Wall & Roof Materials, related to the project of "Energy Conservation and GHG Emissions 

Reduction in Chinese TVEs-Phase II". This report covers the work and achievement 

completed during the beginning of March and the middle of June 2005. 

Project title: Energy Conservation and GHG Emissions Reduction in Chinese TVEs (Phase II) 
— Energy Conservation Renovation for Xi'an Liucun Hollow Brick Plant 

Project No, : EG/CPR/99/G31, P. O. No. 16000781 

Contract No. : 05/004 

The contract of this project was signed on the beginning of March. Our Institute coinpleted 

seven tasks stipulated in the contract through nine activities. 

This report includes the following parts, 

a) Summary of achievements 

b) Final accounts 

c) Summary of progress 

1. 2 Thanks 

We greatly appreciate the help from the following personnel, Without their support and guide, 

we can't complete this project smoothly. 

Mrs. Wang Guiling, Deputy Director of PMO 

Dr. Zhang Zhihong, Chief Technical Adviser of UNIDO 

Mr. Song Dongfeng, Contract OIFicer of PMO 

Other personnel of Beijing Hongyuan Environment and Energy Technology Company 

Mrs. Mounira Latrech, Contract OfFicer of UNIDO 

Dr. Enver Khan and other working personnel 

2. Sulnn1ary of the project and resUlt of technical renovation and proposal 

2. 1 Achievements of this project 

A6ter the technical renovation, the output of Xi'an Liucun Hollow Brick Plant (hereinafter 



referred to as "the Plant" ) is increased &om 36 million bricks (common brick equivalent) to 50 

million bricks yearly, and the number of workers &om 156 to 266, the output value from 3 

milhon ~ to 5 million ~, as well as the profit rate from 16-12% to 15-18'/o. 

Coal consumption is reduced &om 1. 25 tons/10, 600 bricks (cominon brick equivalent) to 1. 66 

tons/10, 000 bricks (common brick equivalent) after building new energy saving Hof&nann 

kiln and renovating the old Hof&nann kiln by using sealing and heat preservation material. 

Electricity is saved 10 kW. h/10, 000 bricks (common brick equivalent) by using non-power 

compensator, as well as electricity can be saved about 15% by adding &equency converter to 

blower. And energy can be saved 8% on the buildings with rectangular perforated brick. 

Gas emission of COp ls reduced 3210. 95 tons/year Bild the consumption Gf coal is saved 

1287. 99 tons of coal equivalent (tce)/year through technical renovation for the pilot project of 
Liucun plant. Scheduled working task and aim of this project is completed. 

Through renewing old equipments and adoption of advanced and practical equipment, 

repairing old Ho@nann kiln and coacting a new Hoffmann kiln, and improving and 

perfecting production process and management system to make arrangeinent of the existing 

production line (See 4. 3. 2 (2) of the report) reasonable, the renovated production hne is the 

best in Xi'an brick and tile enterprises. 

The details are as follows, 

(1) To reduce energy consumption greatly by usage of energy saving Hoffmann kiln. 

A new energy saving HofTmann kiln was built in the renovation for The Plant. Heat 

preservation hollow block was chosen to masonry side wall and roof of the kiln, And 

cinder was used as sealing layer of arch roof, not only can the construction cost be reduced, 

but also can the heat preservation property of the Hoffmann kiln be perfected greatly. 

Surplus heat can be extracted from up smoker passage to dry adobe. 

The usage eSciency of coal is increased and the coal consumption is reduced 20% in use 

of surplus heat and by sealing kiln aAer technical renovation, The new Hofnnann kiln 

gives a good demonstration to village and town brick and tile enterprises and has good 

popularizing value. 

(2) To reduce energy consumption greatly by installation of electricity saving compensator. 

The principle of electricity savmg compensator is to perfect power rate and to reduce 

electricity loss of supply line to reach the aim of electricity saving. 

The power rate is kept above 6. 95 and the non-power loss of motor is reduced greatly by 



adding electricity saving compensator to extruder of The Plant, And the electricity 

consumption is saved 10kW. h/10, 000 bricks (coinmon brick equivalent). This technology 

can realize saving electricity SO thousand kW. h yearly calculating on the output of 50 

million common bricks of this Plant aAer renovation, , 

(3) Saving electricity about 15% by installing &equency converter to blower, 

The electricity is saved and the equipments are protected in use of &equency converter 

technology to change gas flowing amount. Frequency converter was installed to 3 sets 

blower. Average electricity saving of 3 sets blower is 150k W. h everyday, about 15%. 

(4) Saving energy 8% on the buildings with rectangular holes perforated brick. 

Only can this Plant produce circular holes perforated brick before renovation. After 

renovation the Plant develop rectangular holes perforated brick to realize saving energy 

8% on the buildings. At the same time, strong abrasion-resistant ceramic core can prolong 

the usage life of core and increasing perforation rate of rectangular can save raw material, 

(5) Helping the enterprise improving production efficiency by perfecting management 

regulation. 

During implementation of the project, we developed staK tTaining for manager and key 

post worker of the enterprise, helped the Plant setting up system of energy management, 

post rules of operation and product quality testing regulation, perfected system of quota 

responsibility, rewards and penalties, and consumption index monitoring, to make every 

working procedure to be carried on relevant regulation. Furthermore the personnel is 

conscious that output, product quality and factual institution of energy saving is related to 

their working closely. So the production efficiency and rate of qualified product is 

iinproved and energy consumption is reduced. 

Implementation of the technical renovation measure mentioned above brings good 

economic and society benefit for the Plant. 

2. 2 Demonstrative eAect of the pilot enterprise 

(1) The Plant plays a good demonstration to the village and town brick and tile enterprises in 

Xi'an along with the plant all over China because the Plant saves energy and lowers cost 

greatly through technical renovation. At present, there are more than 160 brick plants to 

have visited the Plant, Persons in charge of the brick plants including Chongqing, Zhejiang 

Province and Hunan Province are ready to develop renovation in their enterprise to 

energetically popularize energy saving technology such as energy-saving Hol5nann kiln, 

&equency converter and rectangular hole perforated brick aAer visiting. 



The persons in charge of the foreign enterprises including Bangladesh and Guinea visited 

the Plant several times, and they prepared to take the Plant as an example to build brick 

plant, 

(2) The successful implementation of technical renovation for the Plant leads rapid 

development of local building material market. In 2003, Xi'an WaH and Roof Material 

Industry Association provided a plan to Xi'an Municipality Government to build three 

building material localities in Changan County, Gaoling County and sloping 6eids in 

Baqiao di~ct in order to solve the problem of land destroying resulted from King brick 

and to meet the brick demand of Xi'an construction. But all kinds of reason hindered the 

smooth implementation of the plan. Accompany with the project, Xi'an Business and 

Trade Association and Baqiao District Business and Trade Bureau supported Xi'an Wail 

and Roof Material Industry Association to accelerate the establishment of three building 

material locality. The successful implementation of technical renovation for the Plant led 

rapid development of the brick enterprises and market around and provided a good basis 

for the establishment of building material locality in Baqiao district. At present, building 

material locality in Baqiao District had become the best one of the three and had been 

developing promptly, 

(3) The total output of clay brick in China is about 500 billion bricks (common brick 

equivalent) and coal consumption is about 6. 25 million tons of coal equivalent yearly. 

Even the coal consumption of individual brick plant attains 2. 5 tce/10, 000 bricks (common 

brick equivalent). If the energy saving technical measure of the Plant is popularized, the 

coal consumption will be saved 1. 25 miHion tce annually, which is calculated that coal 

consumption is reduced from 1. 25 tce/10, 000 bricks (common brick equivalent) to 1. 00 

tees/10, 000 bricks (common brick equivalent). 

(1) We propose to choose several plants as pilot in one district to popularize Liucun pilot 

production line and to hold site meeting for studying. And successful experience and 

energy saving technology of renovation in pilot enterprise is introduced by holding 

training class in the district with high price of coal, for example, Chong ging, Jiang Su and 

Zhe Jiang. 

(2) Gas emission of C+ is reduced 3210. 95 tons/year and coal is saved 1287. 99 tce/year 

through technical renovation for the pilot plant. The working task and scheduled aim is 

completed. But the project only gains part achievement at present. Though little part of 
emission of the green house gas Is reduced, a large amount of CQ~ and SQ~ is emitted to 

the air. So the next stage work is to reduce gas emission of CQq and SOq through modern 



technology to make the work of energy saving and green house gas emission step up to a 

new Mge. 

2. 4 Comparison of technical index between before and after renovation 

The Plant can produce rectanydar perforated brick after technical rer, ovation. Strength of the 

product is grade MU15. The product has no efflorescence, no lime blowing, no defect on 

&ost and perloration is 310&a with rectangular core arranged orderly. The product quality 

meets the first class in Chinese National Standard 6813544-2000 Fired perforated brick 

(The quality see appendix Testing report). The Plant gas emission of CO~ is reduced 3210. 95 

tons and coal is saved 1287. 99 tce yearly. 

Comparison of technical index between before and after renovation see table 1. 

Table 1 Comparison of Technical Index 

Item Unit 
Index 

After Before 

Output (yearly) 

Qualified rate 

Perforation Fired perforated brick 

Coal consumption 

Electricity consumption 

(Common brick equivalent) 10, 000 bricks/year 

0/ 

kg ce/10, 000 bricks (Common brick equivalent) 

kW, h/I 0, 000 bricks (Common brick equivalent) 

3, 400 

80 

26 

1, 250 

165 

5, 000 

90 
33 

1, 000 

145 

3 Final accounts of the project 

Budget allocation in the Feasibility is US$301, 584. 00 and final accounts of total investment 

is US$301, 584. 00. The subsidy fund of UNIDO is US$60, 000. 00, of which US$38, 980, 00 

is used for constructing a new energy conservation Hoffinann kiln and purchasing an energy 

saving blower for the Plant, while US$21, 020, 00 is paid for technical service for the 

contractor. Co-fiinance of the beneficiary plant is US$241, 584. 00, The co-finance to the 

UNIDO subsidy fund is 4:1, Final accounts sees table 2. 

Table 2 Final accounts 

No. 

An early cost 

Technical 

consultation and 

services 

Hoffmann- kiln 

and drainage 

system 
renovation 

Item 

Technical consultation 

Design 

Constructing a new energy saving Hoffmann kiln 

Repairing the roofs, fire holes, internal and 

external wall, kiln4oor and air damps for the two 

original Hoffmann kilns 

Repairing drainage in the drying yard; using 
hollow brick as hack and increasing the hack 
height 

Expense (US$) 

1, 700, 00 

15, 020. 00 

6, 000. 00 

38, 254. 00 

60, 459. 00 

5, 837, 00 

Remark 

Co-finance 

UNIDO subsidy 
fund 

Co-finance 



2 loaders 

High speed fme rolls 

Double shaft mixer 

I'wo-stage vacuum extruder 

2 dies (core bridge and core heads) 

Vertical column cutter 

Expense (US$) 

31, 439. 00 

12, 092, 00 

'14, 510. 00 

10, 883, 00 

36, 276. 00 

960, 00 Co-finance 

20 

Studying the feasibility of the project; examination and evaluation of 
the technology renovation 

Landscaping and treating the environment 

Total 

1, 350, 00 

1, 814, 60 

16, 926. 60 

2, 178. 00 

10, 332. 06 

13, 059, 06 

15, 000. 00 

6, 045. 00 

301, 584, 00 

Gne is purchased 

by UMDG 
subsidy fund. 

Co-fmance 

4 SUII~ of speclfllc worklDg 

4. 1 Project task 

According to the contract and TOR, our Institute had undertaken 7 tasks. 

(I) Devise a general plan for the Plant and conducted a. comprehensive feasibility study. 

(2) Invite the Plant and its designated experts to review and evaluate the feasibility study, 

design and drawings, and make necessary adjustments. 

(3) Design an energy-efficient kiln, undertake the construction, and use thermal insulation in 

the new kiln. 

(4) Supply an energy-efficient blower for the kiln according to the proposed technical 

specification and assist in the installation and testing of the blower. 

(5) Provide on-site personnel with relevant experttse as and when required by the Plant. 



(6) Ensure the approval of the renovation project by the local environmental and other relevant 

authorities. 

(7) Provide relevant training of the operators and set up a production management and an 

energy management system for the Plant. 

4. 2 Activities 

Our Institute had completed 7 tasks mentioned above through the following nine activities. 

Activity 1: Earlier work 

Activity 2: Devise a general plan for technical renovation 

Activity 3: Process design 

Activity 4: Kiln design and construction 

Activity 5: Evaluation 

Activity 6: Equipments purchasing, installation and commissioning 

Activity 7: Appraising of equipment running 

Activity 8: Perfect management system of enterprise 

Activity 9: Staff training 

4. 3 Summary of progress 

To ensure the project implementing smoothly, we organized working team for the project. The 

team has 4 members, They are efficient and high-level technical professors with rich 

experience in brick plant design, energy efficiency renovation and production management. 

The leader of this team and UNIDO liaison man is Mr. Xiao Hui, the president of Xi'an 

Research k, Design Institute of Wall and Roof Materials. 

Members: Meng Yongli, Tang Baoquan, and Cheng Xiangwei, 

At the earlier stage of the project, members of working team exchanged view with GEF 

project management office of China Agriculture Bureau established by UNIDO and working 

staff of Beijing Hongyuan Environment and Energy Technical Company fully to discuss and 

confirm plan and working schedule of the project. 

4. 3. 1 Summary of progress 

From March 8, 2005 to March 13, 2005, working team investigated the Plant and proposed 

technical plan and measure, 

From March 14, 2005 to April 1, 2005, working team completed Feasibility Report according 



to the technical plan and measure. The feasibility report was accepted by the Plant after 

approval of PMO, and it was submitted to UNIDO and PMO on July. 

From April 4, 2005 to April 15, 2005, working team completed working drawing of process 

renovation and working drawing of new energy saving Hoffmann kiln. The relevant expert 

revised and evaluated the drawings and approved it. Then the drawings and list of newly 

added equipments were submitted to UNIDQ and PMQ and the Plant. 

From April 18, 2005 to May 20, 2005, working teain completed constructing new energy 

saving Hoflmann kiln and repairing the 2 original Hoflmann kilns. By May 27, 2005, test 

~ng of the 3 Ho%nann kilns were completed. 

At the same time of construction of Hoflmann kiln, equipments were ordered according to the 

list of newly added equipments, 

From April 18, 2005 to April 24, 2005, new equipments were ordered, including two-stage 

vacuum extruder, high-speed Gne rolls and energy saving blowe~, etc. (See table 3). From 

April 25, 2005 to May 6, 2005, the new equipments were transported to the Plant and begun 

installing, then to be commissioned. Firstly single equipment was tested runrung, and then 

production line was commissioned. At the same time of installation and commissioning, 

working experts helped the Plant set up operation rules and explained it to the technical 

personnel and the operating worker when traimng on site. 

From May 7, 2005 to June 3, 2005, new process equipments and new kiln and its auxiiia~ 

facilities were test runnmg. Equipments and new kiln ran normally during the period of 
commissioning. Daily output of the new kiln is 50 thousand common bricks to 60 thousand 

common bricks. 

From June 6, 2005 to June 10, 2005, working team helped the Plant comp1eting management 

system construction and developed staQ'training for key post (See 4, 3, 2(7) in this report). 

At present, the production line runs normally and reaches the designed outpu'. . And coal and 

electricity saving reach anticipated aim. The proportion of the product is increased, Quality of 
the product meets the demand of first-degree of national standard through testing and 

inspecting of National Building Material Industry Monitoring and Testing Center of %'ail and 

Roof Materials. (Details see 2. 3) 

4. 3. 2 Summary of completiug institution of the project task 

By the middle of June 2005, of the completed task is summarized as following. 



(1) Task 1: Devise a general plan for the Plant and conducted a comprehensive feasibility 

study. 

Working team completed following works. 

Ql Investigating enterprise 

Working team investigated the Plant and conversed with inanagement personnel and 

key post worker of the Plant to know the production process, raw material, energy 

efficiency, ownership, management system, fixed assets, loans and other financial 

institution. 

In the Plant, the production process and equipments were rudely and efficient rate of 
raw material treatment of the Plant was low. Life of the kiln exceeded the limit, Energy 

consumption was high because the kiln ran out seriously. 

According to the institution of the Plant, working team proposed the following 

technical renovation plan. 

a) Strengthen clay winning and weatherization 

b) Renew process equipments 

c) Repair green pit 

d) Build a new energy saving Hoffmann kiln and repair the roof of the other two 

original Hoffmann kilns. 

e) Adopt energy saving blower for Hof5nann kiln 

0& Compiling feasibility report 

According to the technical renovation plan, demand of the project and advice of 
national and foreign experts, working teain compiled the feasibility report of the 

project. The main content is as following, 

a) Reference and principle of the feasibility study 

b) Technical plan and detailed measure 

c) Occupational safety 

d) Detailed measure of energy saving and reasonable usage of resource to attain the 

environment standard and request. 

e) Staff and training 

f) Working schedule 

g) Budget allocation and economic evaluation 

h) Energy efficiency and environment evaluation 

(2) Task 2: Experts review and evaluate the feasibility study design and drawings, and make 



necessary adjustments. 

Working team completed following work. 

Ql. Completing process design and list of newly added equipments of process. 

The original production line was renovated. The production line still adopted plastic 

extrusion, natural drying and firing in Hoffmann kiln. Layout of renovated production 

line is reasonable and production eKciency is improved through renewing and adding 

equipments. The detailed measure was as follows. 

a) Add 2 loaders to extract and transfer raw matual. 

b) Add asetofrolls 

c) Renew a set of double shaA mixer 

d) Add a set of type JZK50/50-30 vacuum extruder 

e) Rene~core and model 

f) Change original column cutter 

g) Add electricity saving compensator 

The renovated production line is as follows, 

Clay extracting (Invader) Storing (Half a year) Box feeder Coarse rolls Double 

shaA tnixer Fine rolls Type JZK50/50-3. 0 two stage vacuum extruder Column 

and green cutter Artificially transporting green brick to nature drying yard Loading 

Ho%nann kiln by manual work Firing with Hoffmann kiln (26 chambers energy 

saving HofBnann kiln) Unloading from the kiln by manual work Stacking 

Working drawing of the process and list of newly added equipments for the process 

production line was completed according to the process renovation plan. 

Q2 Completing design of building new energy saving HofFmann kiln, renovation of 2 

original Hoffmann kiln and green yard. 

a) We designed a new energy saving HofImann kiln for the Plant and working drawing 

was completed. 

b) Repairing schedule of the two original Hoffmann kilns was completed. The arch 

mode was made firstly before repairing the Hofrmann kilns because some bricks 

had fell down from the Hof5nann kiln arch due to high temperature firing for a long 

time. The coal feeding hole on the kiln roof, intake, outside and inside wall and kiln 

door werc sealed with asbestos cord, ref'ractory wool and other refractory materials, 

c) RepaUing schedule of drainage system of green yard was completed. Hollow brick 

produced in the Plant was used to masonic the green platform and height of hack 

10 



was increased to reduce the loss of adobe when rainy reason and heavy rain 

suddenly. 

Construction drawing and newly added equipments of kiln was submitted. 

Q3 Expertise 

Manager of the Plant and related experts revised and evaluated the technical 

renovation plan, construction drawing of process and working drawing of kiln. And the 

experts proposed that the construction of the new kiln should adapt to local condition 

and make use of local resource first to ensure that the heat efficiency of the kiln is 

perfect and the cost of the kiln is low. 

According to the advice of the experts, working team revised working drawing and 

technical renovation plan and decided to adopt local excellent quality hollow brick to 

masonry new HoSnann kiln, 

(3) Task 3: Design and construction of energy saving Hoflmann kiln and construction of 
relevant technical renovation 

Working team completed following work. 

Qt Ordering new equipments 

Working team proposed advice of technical parameter and manufacturer to help the 

enterprise ordering new equipments, 

Q2 Process production line renovation 

When the equipments were transported to the Plant, the construction group installed 

the equipments according to installation drawing and process working drawing strictly 

under the guide of experts of working team, Then each single machine was 

test-running first, and then it was debugged on — line, Meanwhile, operation rules for 

equipments were set up. 

Q3 Conation of energy saving Ho%nann kiln, 

New energy savmg Hof5nann kiln was built according to the construction drawing. 

Then the Hoflmann kiln was tested running, 

Technical parameters of the energy conservation Ho%mann kiln are as following. 

a) In this Hof5nan kiln, ignition is carried out in two different places. Green bricks are 

fired by internal fuel, synchronously coal is added by manual to supply and adjust 

fuel. Means of firing in this kiln is the same as the normal kiln. This kiln is designed 

with surplus heat usage system in the cooling area, 



b) Specification and dimension of the Hoffmann kiln are as follows. 

Number of chambers: 26 

Internal width of kiln: 3800mm 

Internal height of kiln: 2800mm 

External total length of kiln: 75740mm 

External width of kiln: 17400mm 

External height of killn: 4000~ 
Distance between door of chamber: 5000mm 

Internal section area of kiln: 8. 47m 

d) External partition of the kiln is built with hollow blocks for heat preservation. 

At present, the new Hoffmann kiln runs normally. 

Q4 Repairing 2 original Hoftmann kiln and green yard. 

2 original Hof&nann kilns were repaired and damage system of green yard was 

renovated according to renovation plan, 

{4) Task 4: Supply an energy-efficient blower for the kiln according to the proposed techmcal 

specification and assist in the installation and testing of the blower. 

Our Institute supplied a new set of energy conservation blower for the Plant. The 

parameters of the blower are as follows. 

Model: Type ZFJ-8 

Capacity: 46000m'/h 

Wind pressure: 330Pa 

Power: 5. 5KW 

At present, this blower runs normally and all its performances reached the designed. 

{5) Task 5: Provide on-site personnel with relevant expertise as and when required by the 

Plant. 

During the process of construction of new Ho%nann kiln, renovation of 2 original 

Hoflm~ kilns and drainage system of green yard, and equipments installing and 

commissioning, experts of the working team provided technical guide on site to solve the 

problem in time to ensure the engineer be completed smoothly. 

{6) Ensure the approval of the renovation project by the local environmental and other relevant 



authorities. 

At the earlier stage of the project, our Institute connected with Xi'an Wall Material Reform 

Oftice and environmental authority and other relevant authorities fully. The authorities 

thought that the renovation in the Plant would play a good demonstration for popularizing 

technology of energy conservation in Xi'an and western area in China as this Plant was the 

typical brick and tile enterprise. Xi'an Wall Material Reform OfTice and relevant 

authorities supported the technical renovation in Liucun Plant energetically. 

(7) Provide relevant training of the operators and set up a production management and an 

energy management system for the Plant. 

Q1 Staff training 

A) Training aim 

Let worker in key position, technical and management personnel understand the 

production line, have the knowledge of safety production, and grasp technology of 
excellent quality and high output of product and saving energy, and know the 

relation between self-post responsibility and the production line in order to ensure 

that production process run normally. 

B) Training content 

Training period is one week. 

Participant; All members of the working team. 

Two types of staff were trained. 

a) For operator at the post 

Training site: The Plant 

Training time; During the services for the Plant by training specialist, 

Training specialist: Tang Baoquan, Meng Yongli, Cheng Xiangwei. 

The training contents are as follows: 

Operation rules and routine maintenance for machinery equipment, 

How to establish and control firing system of Hoffmann kiln. 

Emergency measures about firing. process for Hoffmann kiln. 

b How to utilize new technology, process and equipment to save energy and 

reduce consumption. 

b) For technician, administrator and staff at key post 

Training site: The Plant 

Training time: June 6- 10, 2005. 

Training specialist: Tang Baoquan, Meng Yongli, Cheng Xiangwei, 

The training contents are as follows: 



4 Present condition of brick-making enterprises in China and development 

trends of new technology domestic and abroad. 

4 State document and preferential policy for wall materials reform. 

4 %ays and means of production management. 

4 The trade standard of brick and tile. 

4 The method of improving product quality. 

4 Establishment of modern enterprise management system. 

c) The manager of The Plant was invited to attend the training class held by Xi'an 

Research and Design Institute of Wall 2 Roof Materials in Tangyu Holiday 

Village, Mei County, Shaanxi during JIB 25, 2005 to July 28, 2005, 

Q2 Management system construction 

On the basis of investigation and assessment of enterprise's institution and according 

to its factual institution, experts of the working team helped the Plant constructing new 

management system or renewing original management system, setting up purchasing 

and using relation of coal and electricity; post operation system and quality testing 

system of the product, and perfecting system of quota responsibility, rewards and 

penalties, and consumption index monitoring in order to strengthen production 

management, energy management and quality inspect and improve management 

production level. The main contents includes following aspects. 

4 Develop modern enterprise management knowledge training for the manager. 

4 Help the enterprise perfect the original management system. 

4 Draw worker regulations for the factory. 

4 Set up inspective and controlling management system for consumption of coal and 

electricity. 

4 Draw workshop management system. 

4 Draw equipment management system. 

4 Draw product quality inspecting and management system, 

4 Set up and perfect financial, staff and Nary management system. 

4 Set up worker operation manual. 

{8) Catalogue of drawing and list of newly added equipments 

A) Catalogue of drawing 

Ql Catalogue of drawing of process construction 

No, Name of drawing 

01 Process layout drawing 

02 Installation drawing of box feeder 

03 Installation drawing of fine rolls 

04 Installation drawing of double shaft mixer 
05 Installation drawoig of vacuum extruder 



Qz Catal 

No. 

01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
ll 
12 
13 
14 
15 

ogue of drawing of construction of Hoffmann kiln 

Name of drawing 

Design specification 

Construction specification 

General layout drawing of Hoff'mann kiln 1 

General layout drawing of Hoflmann kiln 1 

Foundation drawing 

No, 1-1 section drawing 

No. 2-2 section drawing 

No. 3-3 section drawing 

No. 4-4 section drawing 

Flue cover 
Concrete foundation for exhaust blower 

Prefabricated member for fire hole 

Flue damper 

Holder and cover of fire hole 

A &amework for flue damper 

8) List of newly added equipments see table 3. 

Table 3 List of newly added equipments 

No. 

10 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Name 

New energy saving Hoffmann kiln 

Energy saving blower 

Repair roof, fire hole, intake, internal and external 
wall and kiln doors of the original Hoffmann kiln 

Repair drainage system of green pit, use hollow brick 

for hack and increase height of hack 

Loader 

Box feeder 

High speed fine rolls 

Double shaff mixer 

Two-stage vacuum extruder 

Die (Frame and core) 

Vertical column cutter 

Energy conservation blower 

Frequency converter controlling system of blower 

Non-power compensator 

Belt conveyor 

Type 

26 chambers 

ZFJ-8 

26 chambers 

ZL40 

XG800 

800 X 600 

SJ240-42 

JZK50/50-30 

JZK50/50-30 

QT107 

ZFJ-8 

SSL-10 

WMJ 

B500 

Unit 

Set 

Set 

Set 

Set 

Set 

Set 

Set 

Set 

Set 

Set 

Set 

Set 

Set 

Set 

Quantity 

35000 

Remark 

UNIDO 
subsidy 

Co-finance 



Appendix: Testing report of the fired perforated brick of Xi'an Liucun Hollow Brick 

The following copy is the testing report of the fired perforated brick of Xi'an Liucun 
Hollow Brick Plant, 

The fired perforated brick of Xi'an Liucun Hollow Brick Plant is sampled and tested by 
State Wall and Roof Materials Quality Monitoring and Testing Center of Building 
Material Industry on Septeinber 3, 2005. The quality of the fired perforated brick meets 
the first class in Chinese National Standard GB13544-2000 Fired perforated brick. 
Strength of the product is grade MU15. The product has no efflorescence, no lime 
blowing and no defect on frost, The perforation is 31% with thirty-three rectangular cores 
arranged orderly, And appearance quality and size deviation of the product meets the 
standard, 
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(Test Report is invahd without the "Qecial zed stamp 
" or that of tmt department on it) 

2. %4lHK&8%AB~N+4%)r~ "8~9&8 ~ +0k" %@P~@Q~. Z. ' 
gg@'. (Duplication of test report is invalid wit~out the "Specialized stamp of test report" or that 

of test department re-stamped on it. ) 
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out the sieves of writer, veribcation and approval) 

~~. 'K9%F+&. Bpg@. (Test rep~ is invalid if altered. ) 
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(DiFerent opinims about test report should b reported to the test 

department v. ~ 15 Ms I'rom the ~ ofrecei~mg the test report, otheniise ive ~% not accept it. ) 

Akl'0 8, %KfMK'fan% %H g+ rrt o (In general, for erdrusted tests tne reqxxmMities 

are undertaken for the delivered samples only) 

13k(Address}: 5% fh K ~@5 6 Q(No. 5 Changan South Road, Xian) 

A[3 4(post code): 710061 

g(Tel): (029) 85221489 

@g ax): (029) &S221489 

E - m811: Qcgzrc@pub. xaonlme. corn 


